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Executive Summary 
 

This proposal for a grant from the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing (CCDHH) 

was written in response to an audit provided by community outreach consultant, Namati Katungu. In this 

proposal, we propose numerous changes and updates that will make Golden West Communities’ 

retirement facilities a paragon of high quality, affordable living. 

 

Situation at Golden West 
 A lack of awareness towards hard of hearing needs, resident denial, and an inability to match the 

cost and pace of progress are the major reasons why Golden West is in need of updating various facets of 

itself. Golden West was established in 1965 as a non-profit retirement community and is one of only two 

retirement communities in Boulder that accept Medicaid. Given the age of our facilities, we are running 

dated, audio-based technology that does not meet the needs of hard of hearing residents. Many of the staff 

members are not well-versed on recognizing hearing loss, nor are many hard of hearing residents fully 

aware or willing to accept the loss of their hearing acuity. Ultimately, this results in a community that is 

struggling to communicate, leaving hard of hearing residents in an isolated and potentially dangerous 

situation. 

 

Our Plan 
 Our plan to update Golden West Communities will address all of these issues in roughly the same 

time period. In three steps, to be run simultaneously, we aim to raise staff awareness, help residents cope 

and introduce various technologies that will allow residents to get the most out of their time at Golden 

West. The steps are as follows: 

 

Staff Steps:       Team training that will teach staff how to recognize hearing loss and differentiate it  

        from dementia. Employee etiquette that improves communication methods will also  

        be included. 

Resident Steps:      Residents will be given information about hearing loss and some aid in how to accept 

        their loss of hearing. From there, we will help them learn new communication  

        strategies, provide audiologist contact and introduce them to their new technologies. 

Tech Steps:       We will begin acquiring and implementing various technologies such as hearing aids,  

        telecoils and special smoke alarms for the hard of hearing. We aim to keep costs low  

        by utilizing deals we have found as well as buying in bulk when possible. 

 

Plan Benefits 
 Our plan boasts several benefits that more than outweigh any costs. First, by including hearing-

aid augmentations such as telecoils and infoloops, we would be giving our residents a more sociable and 

enjoyable experience, thus boosting their quality of life. Second, specialized smoke alarms and other 

critical devices will increase the safety of residents and might even save lives. Third, implementing these 

updates will help keep Golden West’s doors open, enabling us to continue providing a valuable service to 

the retirees of Boulder. Finally, CCDHH would have confirmation of a successful pilot program and raise 

awareness for the hard of hearing community. 

 

Team Qualifications 
 The staff at Golden West is exceptionally qualified to handle this task. Our executive director, 

John Torres, has been working in the aging services field for 30 years, and he has acquired awards for 

mentorship and pace-setting along the way. Further raising our confidence is the presence of Mr. Namati, 

who will continue to provide guidance and feedback throughout the updating process. 

 Thank you for the opportunity to write a proposal for your grant. We look forward to working 

with you as we work to make Golden West fully accessible to the deaf and hard of hearing. 
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A Grant Request to the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing: 
Accommodating the Hard of Hearing at Golden West Communities 

 

Hearing loss is a common effect of the aging process, with the HHF (Hearing Health Foundation) stating that 30% of 

those between ages 65 and 74 have an impaired hearing ability, with the number climbing to 47% by age 75.  Those 

inflicted with decreased hearing acuity have often found themselves in an over-looked segment of society, with Deaf 

Culture Online noting that the hard of hearing do not often receive the same treatment as even their deaf colleagues. It 

was thanks to the aid of Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing’s community outreach consultant, Mr. 

Namati Katungu, that Golden West Communities came to the realization that we had failed to give our hard of hearing 

residents the attention they deserve. 

 

His observations of our facilities revealed several areas in which we could improve our communities and give our hard 

of hearing residents the attention that they have always deserved. First we plan on working with our staff and our 

residents to improve awareness of hearing loss and how to cope with it. Second, we will introduce numerous 

technologies, all of which are focused on improving quality of life and safety for our residents. 

 

 As we are one of only two Boulder retirement communities that accept Medicaid, we are a valuable resource for retirees 

who might not otherwise be able to afford assisted or independent living. While we have done a good job of providing an 

enjoyable and high-quality experience, we realize that we owe every client the same level of care and commitment. 

 

In this proposal, we are turning to the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of hearing for aid in the development 

and execution of our efforts. Our plan looks to fulfill the guiding advice outlined by Mr. Namati, and utilize every means 

we can to make Golden West a model of accessibility for the hard of hearing. Doing so will not only improve the living 

conditions for our hard of hearing residents, but will also provide an exemplar for other retirement communities who are 

lacking in resources for their hearing impaired clients. The ensuing outcome would be a widespread improvement in the 

living conditions of senior citizens with hearing loss and an increased awareness of the issue. 

 

Hard of Hearing and Deaf Issues at Golden West Communities  
 

Golden West Communities has provided quality independent and dependent senior living since 1965. Since its 

establishment, Golden West has devoted itself to improving the conditions of all of its residents to the highest degree 

possible, including a medically-based fitness program and dancing activities. However, as the Colorado Commission for 

the Deaf and Hard of Hearing’s outreach consultant, Mr. Namati Katungu noted during his observation of our facility, 

we are currently lacking in our accommodations for our deaf and hard of hearing residents. It is our wish that we can 

convince the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing that Golden West Communities are deserving of 

the changes suggested by Mr. Namati. We believe that all of our residents are deserving of the highest quality experience 

available during their time with us and are prepared to work to provide that experience. 

 

Our primary goal is to remedy the deficiencies in our facilities for the hard of hearing as outlined by Mr. Namati, who 

was visiting to perform a pilot-program evaluation. Since its foundation, many efforts have been made to improve 

communication within the Golden West buildings, but we have fallen short. Our efforts have been stifled by conflicts 

between a lack in existing technologies and the outdated construction of some of our buildings. These and other pressing 

issues were made most clear when Mr. Namati examined the buildings firsthand. We are more than happy to make the 

needed renovations and accommodations that he suggested, and in this section we will highlight and discuss the chief 

causes of our situation: 

 Resident denial 

 Under-prepared and untrained staff 

 Technological short comings 
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tune the staff out and act aloof. In other instances, staff 

members have spoken to residents with their backs facing 

them and were puzzled by the lack of response. Our staff 

has mistaken these reactions for depression, or serious 

problems such as dementia. Being unable to distinguish 

between hearing loss and dementia, and acting 

appropriately to each is a serious issue that must be 

addressed. 

 

Technologies Lacking 
Golden West has been in the same buildings for several 

decades, and as a result we have facilities and 

infrastructure that were not built with modern 

communication methods or special-needs accessibility in 

mind. As the buildings were built before many modern 

technologies, updating has been a slow and difficult 

process. As a result, there is a lack of technologies 

currently implemented to accommodate the hard of hearing 

and deaf residents. One such example, that Mr. Namati 

himself experienced, was the very process of gaining entry. 

Admission to the building works much like some 

apartment buildings, with a telecom system present outside 

that visitors must use to enter. Unfortunately, the current 

system is an auditory one, making it very difficult for the 
the hard of hearing to interact with it. Updating to a video 

and caption system is crucial but is currently beyond our 

financial grasp. 

Technology problems carry on throughout the inside of the 

building as well. Telecom systems run to each individual’s 

room and give them the ability to contact the front desk to 

let visitors in. While this system works well for those with 

functional hearing, those who are hard of hearing and 

refuse to wear hearing aids often find themselves unable to 

interact with the system. Sometimes they completely fail to 

notice that they are being contacted. Even more concerning 

is the fact that similar problems exist with our current 

emergency alarm systems, and there is also the risk of hard 

of hearing residents buzzing in strangers. 

Resident Denial 
Many of the residents at Golden West are aging veterans 

with past experiences ranging from World War 2 to the 

Korean War and Vietnam War. Working in the military 

industry results in constant exposure to loud noises from 

numerous engines and machines. Combat deployed troops 

are often exposed to gunfire and detonations, amongst other 

harsh sounds. Both of these groups would have been 

subjected to loud noises that would have led to gradual 

decreases in hearing. As they were not born deaf and lived 

most of their lives with a full sense of hearing, many are 

struggling to accept the loss of hearing acuity. 

Evidence for denial can be found in the common tactics 

employed by those in denial, most notably blaming others. 

In fact, the tactic can be seen in the employ of many of our 

residents on a regular basis. They listen for a time and 

sometimes will grow frustrated and begin accusing the 

person they are speaking to of mumbling or speaking too 

quietly. Others isolate themselves and avoid conversation 

when possible. The ensuing effects are in conflict with our 

company’s mission. 

 

Unprepared Staff 
Perhaps one of the biggest barriers we face in dealing with 

the hard of hearing is staff training. Most of our staff is not 

trained for dealing with the communication issues that may 

arise, nor are they knowledgeable on detecting the 

symptoms of hearing loss. When interacting with the hard of 

hearing, there have been instances where staff members 

have spoken too quietly to residents, who in turn choose to 

“Common phrases from someone resisting 
the diagnosis are: ‘I hear everyone but a lot 

of  people mumble.’” 
Mary Maddock, Au. D. (1) 

Effects on Golden West Community 
While the causes of our current situation may be somewhat easy to recognize the effects that follow them are numerous. 

What is most at stake is the well-being of the hard of hearing residents, both emotionally and physically. A resident’s 

struggle to accept hearing loss comes with heavy ramifications; they become agitated when struggling to hear and begin 

distancing themselves from the rest of the community. Such isolation can lead to depression and anger. Interacting with 

employees who may mistake their hard of hearing symptoms for dementia can prove humiliating and embarrassing, and 

that only adds to the pain of hearing loss. The safety implications for those who cannot recognize the alarm system is 

equally disturbing. If we do not update our staff’s knowledge and our communication methods, we will be unfairly 

subjecting hard of hearing residents to a melancholic experience and putting them at danger. We are also aware that 

failing to make these changes will pose a serious threat to our business’ reputation and possibly even its future. 

 

Golden West Communities has been striving to provide the seniors of Boulder with the highest living standards possible 

for over 45 years. As one of only two Boulder retirement facilities that accepts Medicaid, we are invaluable to those who 

might not be able to afford such accommodations otherwise. Accordingly, we are both prepared to make any changes we 

need to ensure that we continue to serve all members of our community to the highest degree possible. To ensure that 

Golden West continues to provide the Boulder Community and our residents the best service possible, we have 

strategically come up with a plan to overhaul our business. 



Plan To Accommodate the Hard of Hearing  
Our plan at Golden West is a surprisingly simple one that can be divided up into three major sections: two training 

steps—one for staff and one for residents—that focus on training and one technological step that outlines the equipment 

we need. The objective is strictly human though: quality of life. Our primary goal is to give our hard of hearing residents 

the same experience that other residents enjoy, and to do so we must overcome the shortcomings we currently face. Our 

plan is solidly devised, with Namati Katungu of the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing providing 

advisement on changes and strategies to be employed. For a schedule, please see Table 4 in Appendix D. 

Step 1: Team Training 
Training will be the first manner of business for 

employees at Golden West facilities. Initial efforts will 

focus entirely on raising staff awareness of residents 

with hearing loss. Training will be a relatively simple 

process that will ensure that all members of our working 

team are completely aware of the presence of hearing 

loss. Due to individual residents varying in severity of 

hearing loss, we will integrate training for recognizing 

hearing loss. Because we must have uniform team 

knowledge, we plan to use training videos so we can 

supply our team with the needed knowledge quickly and 

effectively. 

 

Recognizing Hearing Loss 
After team members complete the awareness    

identification training, we will proceed to teach them 

how to differentiate between hearing loss and dementia 

symptoms. Being able to recognize and separate the two 

is a vital skill because confusing hearing loss for 

dementia can cause residents embarrassment and 

emotional distress. To train our team on recognizing the 

differences, we again plan to use a universal training 

medium. Our choice for video would be one that 

demonstrates a greater depth and gives very specific 

cues of dementia and how they differ from signs of 

hearing loss. We believe this to be the best approach 

because it will utilize real-world knowledge and provide 

it in an easily understood context. 

 

Employee Etiquette  

Once a resident has been identified as having hearing 

loss, they must be treated in a specific and sensitive way. 

For informing residents that we believe they should 

consider using a hearing aid and even daily 

communication, our employees must be taught etiquette 

for interacting with those experiencing decreased 

hearing acuity. Such a serious issue can be remedied 

with lessons in speech and reminding employees to face 

and speak clearly when communicating with hard of 

hearing residents. To provide these lessons, we will 

utilize professional advice from experts, such as Mr. 

Namati, and convert it into a role-play context that will 

allow us to provide direct feedback for staff members. 

Such an approach will provide staff members with the 

knowledge and some experience on how to 

communicate with hard of hearing residents. 

Step 2: Resident Education 
Education and training regarding hearing loss will not be 

strictly left to the staff, for we aim to extend similar measures 

to our residents and their families as well. First, we must 

inform residents and their families about the causes, types and 

effects of decreased hearing acuity, and how to cope with 

hearing loss. As hearing loss does not affect all of our 

residents, we believe it would be ideal to adopt a more               

sophisticated approach that has two steps: 

1. Counseling for all residents and family    

members interested and for residents believed to 

have hearing loss in a group. 

2. Counseling for residents struggling to accept and 

cope with hearing loss on an individual basis. 

 

These methods should be highly effective. They will provide 

residents with the general knowledge they deserve and the 

opportunity to cope with and understand any details that 

concern them. 

 

Resident Communication Strategies 
Once residents and their families have been informed on how 

to determine if they are experiencing hearing loss, we will 

begin helping them through the steps to regaining the quality 

of life they deserve. The initial step will be teaching them 

effective communication strategies for everyday situations. 

This program will be conducted in tandem with our efforts to 

inform the staff on how to communicate more effectively with 

hard of hearing residents. With both sides working together to 

learn better communication, each will gain experience that 

helps them adapt to the coming changes. 

 

Working With Audiologists 
As residents, their families and our team will all be equipped 

with better knowledge of hearing loss and its symptoms; we 

will start helping our residents to work effectively with 

audiologists to determine the extent of their hearing 

impairment. From there we step into a technical realm. 

 

Introduction to Technologies 

Given that our residents are all retirees, and therefore have 

presumably limited knowledge on how to utilize some of the 

devices we would like, they will require training with the 

products as well. Fortunately, many of these technologies 

have existed for a long time or are similar enough to older 

technology that our team should be able to educate our 

residents on our own. 
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Step 3: Acquiring and Implementing 
Technology 
With such a vast array of technology available for use, 

we find ourselves in a position where we will be capable 

of providing our residents with the accommodations they 

have always deserved. Ranging from hearing aids and 

hearing aid augmentations to universal signage, we have 

examined how and where these devices should be used. 

 

Hearing Aids 
The most crucial device we wish to implement is widely 

available hearing aids for residents experiencing        

decreased hearing acuity. To do so, we aim to find a 

hearing aid dispenser and audiologist who would be 

willing to work with us on business-by-bulk terms that 

would decrease the cost. Doing so would be ideal for our 

situation as it would allow us to form an ongoing      

partnership with a local business and provide our       

residents with a well-tailored and professionalized     

experience. The decreased financial strain would allow 

funds to go further and be applied to other technologies. 

In the event that the ideal reduced cost for bulk business 

deal cannot be found, we will move ahead with  similar 

plans to the most reasonably priced, qualified dispenser 

and audiologist available. 

 

Additional augmentations that enhance the capabilities 

of hearing aids are also on our radar. There are two 

items that work together to dramatically enhance the 

capabilities of  hearing aids: telecoils (Image 1) and 

infoloops (Image 2), both portable and fixed. 

Image 2: Portable Infoloop 

with obtaining hearing aids; we expect to possess them within 

the first month of our operation. However, they will be 

useless if we cannot include the equipment they are designed 

to work with, most notably infoloops. 

 

Fixed and Portable Infoloops 

Infoloops, or hearing-induction loops are the most crucial 

complimentary technology for telecoils. There are two types 

we would like to possess: fixed and portable. Fixed infoloops 

will be used more sparingly due to their size and the 

specificity of their use. As they are typically used for group 

communication, we believe they would be better suited to 

areas where conferences and announcements are likely to 

occur. For this reason, we propose that they be included in 

our dining rooms in the Towers, Mezzanine (Image 3) and 

Flatirons Terrace buildings. In these areas, the fixed infoloops 

Telecoils, Small But Necessary 

Telecoils are an augmentation that can be found in or 

attached to most hearing aids. Seemingly a simple piece 

of coiled copper, they have the ability to pick up 

electromagnetic signals emitted by a number of 

symbiotic devices which will be discussed shortly. 

Adding telecoils to our hearing aids is effectively the 

lynchpin of our plan; without them, we cannot meet the 

standards our hard of hearing residents deserve or fully 

utilize other technologies. These telecoils, along with 

hearing aids, will be purchased at the discretion and 

expense of the resident. To help ease the cost for 

residents, we will pursue a similar wholesale method as 

with hearing aids. Acquiring telecoils should coincide 

could be used for announcements and simple group 

communication during conferences and meetings. As they are 

built into the room, fixed infoloops have limited access. To 

compensate for this, we would also like the smaller portable 

infoloops, which can be moved about as needed. 

 

Portable infoloops could be moved and used in several areas, 

such as the dining halls. We could provide them to residents 

upon request for those who wish to hold a conversation at 

their table without distracting background noises. Residents 

would only have to switch their hearing aid to the correct 

mode, and they would only pick up noises in the infoloop’s 

range. This would provide them with the fulfillment of 

socializing while dining. 

 

Portable infoloops would also be used at the receptionist 

desks in all main lobbies. There, they would make 

communication easier for hard of hearing residents. Having 

an additional small supply of portable infoloops at certain 

areas in the lobbies will grant tenants the ability to openly 

socialize with other people. The latter may seem a trifle, but 

socializing is a valuable asset to maintaining high morale and 

staving off depression in residents. If we do not ensure all 

Image 1: Telecoil 

Image 3: Mezzanine Dining Hall 
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our tenants have the same ability to socialize then we are 

not providing them the service they deserve. 

 

Videophones for Better Service 

Another major technology we plan to incorporate is the 

videophone. Videophones are a stand-alone, internet-based 

communication technology that use a built in camera to 

provide image to go along with sound. Many videophone 

systems use a closed circuit, ensuring privacy. Due to their 

expensive nature, and limited use, we are looking to 

include the systems at the reception desks of all our 

buildings. Our current system is not very hard of hearing 

friendly, as it relies entirely on sound. This has led to 

incidents which saw hard of hearing residents, and one Mr. 

Namati, stuck outside until someone chances by to let them 

in. Videophones will remedy that by allowing hard of 

hearing residents to see that there is a receptionist present 

and ask to be let in. 

 

Specialized Phones for Residents 

Personal room telephones for all hard of hearing residents 

are also one of our main desires. There are two types we 

are interested in: 

1. Amplified telephones: specially designed 

telephones that provide higher definition 

sound. 

2. Captioned telephone system: a phone that 

allows user to listen on the phone while 

displaying text at the same time. 

 

We would like to procure both types of phones as not all of 

our residents are experiencing the same level of hearing 

loss. Those with more moderate hearing loss could use the 

amplified telephones, as its improved sound frequency 

range would enable them to hear more clearly. Captioned 

telephone systems would be best suited for residents with 

more severe hearing loss. Captioned telephones run 

through a service provider that transcribes voice to caption. 

The cost of caption telephones and the cost transcription 

service may limit the number we can supply to residents.  

 

Specialized Emergency Alarm 

One of our most critical acquisitions for our hard of 

hearing residents is the wireless smoke alarm and bed 

vibrator. These special smoke detectors have the additional 

function of triggering a vibration-pack in a resident’s bed 

when they detect smoke. Given that certain residents may 

not be roused by traditional alarms, this is one of the few 

alternate ways to keep them safe in the event of a fire. 

Intensity of vibrations ensures that it will be highly 

effective as well. Safety is a crucial part of our mission at 

Golden West, so acquiring these devices is vital to us. 

Group FM Listening System 

Two of our desired technologies are more convenience 

measures dedicated to improving quality of life for our 

residents. First is the group FM listening system. This 

system works is it tunes a microphone directly to a user’s 

hearing aid and is placed near the source of a given sound, 

such as a speaker or a stereo. The signal is strong enough 

to fill an entire room, and would be well-suited to our 

wellness center and salon. This device would be ideal 

because it would encourage hard of hearing residents to 

engage in physical activities without the embarrassment of 

extra attention from the team. Including this system in our 

facilities would extend the health and mood benefits of 

exercise to our hard of hearing residents. 

 

TV Listening System 

TV listening systems function on a similar basis as the 

group FM listening systems, the fundamental difference 

being that they are tuned to television sets. Some of our 

hard of hearing residents have had a tendency to turn up 

their television sets so they can hear them more clearly. At 

times, the volume will reach such a level that they become 

a disturbance for neighboring residents—especially at 

night. TV listening systems could be an ideal way to 

bypass this as they can be sent directly to hearing aids or a 

special headset that will eliminate the disturbance to other 

residents. 

 

Universal Signage 

Universal signage (Image 4) 

is the most basic and self-explanatory 

item we would like to acquire. There 

are a variety of signs available that 

would indicate that we have facilities 

for the hard of hearing and would 

inform residents how to use them and 

where to find them. Benefits of these 

signs can be measured in their easily understood design 

that conveys a message. By placing them around devices 

for the hard of hearing, we would be guiding residents and 

encouraging them to make the use of their resources. Signs 

would also serve to inform emergency responders that 

there are people who may need additional help in our 

buildings.  

 

Over the course of implementing these technologies and 

training steps, we will be looking for expert advice and the 

sense of our directors to ensure that we make the best use 

of the resources granted to us. Fortunately, we have a 

highly accomplished staff and the aid of several prominent 

deaf and hard of hearing organizations to guide us through 

the process. 

Image 4: Universal Signage 
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Team Qualifications  
 
Without strong leadership, any project is doomed from the start. Fortunately, our senior staff contains several highly 

dedicated and experienced individuals in the realms of business and humanities. With our established and up and coming 

talents, and the presence of Mr. Namati Katungu, we are confident that we can make the most of any opportunity. 

John Torres, Executive Director 

John has been working in the 

aging services field for 30 

years. During his career he 

has been involved with the 

Colorado Association of 

Homes and Services for the 

Aging, serving as executive 

director, president, board 

member and mentor. He has 

also worked with the 

American Association of 

Homes and Services for the Aging (AAHSA). John has 

received awards for his outstanding mentorship, but his 

most prestigious accolade is the Pace Setter Award for his 

leadership in aging services in Boulder Country, awarded 

to him by the Boulder Daily Camera.  

Donna Ruske, Associate Director of 
Administration 

Donna has been working with 

Golden West Communities since 

1993, dedicating two decades to 

what she considers an essential 

non-profit. While she plays a 

strong role in administrative 

duties, she enjoys working in 

human resources and has 

established a strong connection 

with much of the staff and 

community. 

Namati Katungu, CCDHH Outreach Consultant 
Namati Katungu is the outreach 

consultant for hard of hearing and 

late-deafened communities for the 

Colorado Commission for the Deaf 

and Hard of Hearing (CCDHH) 

and the man who audited our 

facility for areas needing 

improvement. He has an expansive 

education and community-effort 

based background, and is 

dedicated to empowering the hard 

of hearing and guiding companies 

and agencies on how to better meet the needs of the hard of 

hearing community. Namati also boasts an extensive 

business and entrepreneurial background, making him all 

the more valuable as he offers us oversight in our efforts to 

upgrade our facilities  

Brianna Westlake 

Brianna is a recent graduate of the 

University of Colorado. In school 

she focused on communication and 

sociology, with an emphasis on 

nonprofit communication. At 

Golden West, Brianna contributes 

to the function of the Golden West 

Foundation by maintaining donor 

databases and interacting with the 

Boulder Community. As a staff 

representative, Brianna contributed 

to the focus group completed by 

the CCDHH. 

Romain the Traffic Safety Pigeon 
Romain is of 

Franco-Swiss 

origins and his 

passion for bird 

safety is what 

first comes to 

mind when 

people are 

asked to 

describe this 

brilliant yet 

enigmatic bird. 

He is the 

confirmed 

recipient of 

four Nobel Peace Prizes: two for innovation in pooping (on 

bald heads and cars) and two for bird safety (pooping on 

windows to increase visibility and sitting on clothe lines 

instead of power-cables). Romain enjoys breadcrumbs and 

aged cabernet sauvignon for lunch, often with a side of 

trampled McDonald’s french-fry and a peck of discarded 

cigarette. He also holds the distinction of inventing his own 

line of men’s toiletries, including cologne boasting “the 

great scent of ham.” GQ may have described it as 

“upsetting” but it remains a best-seller in the Alsace region. 

 

With our staff actively coordinating and implementing 

changes and Mr. Namati providing guidance and checking 

progress, we are optimistic of our ability to get the most out 

of your grant. 
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Weighing Costs and Benefits 
 

Failing to update Golden West could carry numerous consequences for both Golden West and the senior 

citizens of Boulder. With the help of the Colorado Commission for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing 

(CCDHH), Golden West and its hard of hearing residents will see multiple benefits, and the CCDHH also 

stands to gain in our plan as well. Here, we will break down the cost of failing to take action as well as the 

benefits of taking action. 

 

Cost of Inaction 
As our business is, hard of hearing residents are not being done justice. Daily difficulties range from 

struggling to use the telephone. Isolation because of an inability to communicate or potential 

embarrassment at the hands of staff members who cannot differentiate between hearing loss and dementia 

can result in depression. Our current alarm system could fail to alert all residents and thus expose them to 

danger. Currently, our telecom system doesn’t support the hard of hearing and could leave residents 

locked outside for extended periods of time. Hard of hearing residents are also missing out on daily 

activities, community events and often struggle to enjoy a phone call with their family. Our current set-up 

not only fails to deliver equal quality of service to all of our residents that could cost us business, but also 

contains the latent potential for a lawsuit. If Golden West were to close, seniors would lose a quality 

option for retirement and Boulder would lose one of its two retirement communities that accept Medicaid, 

severely limiting the availability of affordable senior living. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fortunately, with your aid, we can avert the consequences that will ensue should Golden West fail to 

make the needed changes. Not only that, but both Golden West as a business and its residents and 

CCDHH all stand to see numerous benefits from successfully updating our community (Table 1). 

 

 

Cost of Inaction 

 Depression amongst 

hard of hearing 

residents 
 Possible danger for 

hard of hearing 

residents in  

emergency situations 
 Difficulty accessing 

building and Golden 

West resources 

 Unacceptable quality 

of life for hard of 

hearing residents 

 Potential loss of 

valuable resource in 

Boulder community 
 

 Improved resident 

morale 

 Improved 

communications 

 Exemplary service 

 Safer environment 

 More accessible 

facilities 

 More desirable living 

conditions 

 Continues to provide 

affordable, quality 

senior living 

 Boulder retains 

important part of 

community 

 Confirmation of 

successful community 

outreach program 
 Model for future 

community outreach 

programs 
 Successful embodiment 

of CCDHH’s mission 
 Excellent publicity of 

organization and its 

goals 

 Increased recognition 

and awareness of 

CCDHH and the 

struggles of the hard of 

hearing and deaf 

communities 

Golden West Benefits CCDHH Benefits 

Table 1: Costs and Benefits 
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Golden West Benefits  
 

By acquiring the needed funding to make our 

facilities more accessible for the hard of hearing, 

Golden West stands to see numerous benefits in 

various areas. Our hard of hearing residents will 

see the greatest benefits, as those who were 

formerly reticent  to accept their hearing loss will 

have a myriad of services now available to them, 

all of which are geared to increase their quality of 

life. Their safety will see a marked improvement as 

well. 

Golden West will see direct benefits as well, as it 

will become a model of exemplary service and 

display excellent communication services. More 

accessible facilities will provide a great draw to 

potential clients as well. More importantly, Boulder 

will continue to have  an affordable assisted living 

community. 

Benefits are not strictly limited to our team and 

residents, however, as there are several perks to be 

had for CCDHH as well. 

CCDHH Benefits  
 

For CCDHH the benefits can be measured in their 

impact on the hard of hearing community at large. 

As Namati Katungu’s audit of our facilities was a 

pilot program to test the viability of an outreach 

program aimed at making the world more 

accessible for the hard of hearing, CCDHH will 

benefit from the confirmation of a successful 

program. On top of that, CCDHH will receive 

positive publicity and vindication in the validity of 

the organization’s goals. 

By granting us funding to carry out the program, 

CCDHH will raise awareness of the hard of hearing 

and their struggles, which will likely result in 

increase public attention for a currently 

understudied issue. 

Upon the completion of our project, there will be a 

model for future outreach programs to aspire to, 

giving CCDHH the additional benefit of a guiding 

light for your future efforts. 

Budget Breakdown  
 

On our own, we do not have the funding to successfully fund and complete the suggestions outlined by 

Namati Katungu during his audit. By carefully evaluating where to use equipment and seeking out deals, 

we have managed to come up with a clear idea of how much the process should cost. While our finances 

are limited, Golden West is committed to contributing to the cost as well., so we are requesting $18,937 

from CCDHH Below is our general budget. For a specific budget, please see Table 3 in Appendix B. 

Table 2:General Budget 

Item Total CCDH Cost GW Cost 

Infoloops $8,925.00 $5,000.00 $3,925.00 

Videophones $6,000.00 $5,000.00 $1,000.00 

Specialized phones $1,685.00 $1,685.00 $0 

Safety Equipment $4518.72 $4,000 $518.72 

Training $2,675.00 $0 $2,675.00 

Listening Systems $2,133.80 $1752.00 $381.80 

Model Apartment $3,000.00 $1,500.00 $1,500.00 

Total Costs $28,937.52 $18,937.00 $10,000.52 
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Final Thoughts   
 

The benefits of adapting Golden West Communities so it better meets the needs of our residents far outweigh the costs. 

Our plan covers training, education, awareness and necessary updates that we need to provide our hard of hearing 

residents with the same quality of life we offer our other residents, and our team can get the job done. By helping us 

make these upgrades you will also help secure the future of Golden West so we, ensuring that we can continue providing 

Boulder with an affordable, quality retirement community. 

 

Gifting us the requested $18,397 will provide us with the funding needed to make the required changes, and we will 

strive to make our business into one that you can use as an exemplar for future projects in your hard of hearing outreach 

program. 

 

Thank you for time and the opportunity. We look forward to hearing from you and working with you to ensure that this 

effort is conducted successfully. If you have any questions or would like additional information, please contact us at 303

-444-3967 between 10:00am (CMT) and 5:00pm (CMT) and ask for John Torres or Donne Ruske. 
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Appendix A:Team Résumés 
 
At Golden West, we have a highly accomplished and experienced team. Enclosed are the résumés of the 

team members listed in the qualifications section. Documentation of John Torres’ awards and the résumé 

of your outreach consultant, Namati Katungu, are also included. 

 

Mr. Howard, I didn’t include any actual documentation because I was not allowed to include any of it in 

the submission. 
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Appendix B: Elaborated Budget 
 

We realize that our budget was on the vague side and that there were some items that needed 

explanations. In this appendix, you will find Table 3 which individually lists all items covered in 

expenses. All items found were done so utilizing specialized online retailers and seeking the best deals 

without completely compromising product quality. 

One budget item that could be explained is our division of the videophone system costs. The videophones 

are the devices we wish to include at the entries of our buildings that will give visual feedback to hard of 

hearing residents facing a disposition against our current audio system. The $1,000 we are offering to pay 

covers the labor costs, which we felt would be a wise decision given the possibility of price fluctuations. 

Our team at Golden West also felt it would be best to take staff training upon ourselves. Providing 

training expenses gives us budget flexibility, possibly freeing up additional money to cover price changes 

in other sections. 

Vibrating smoke alarms can be bought for a slight discount if purchased in packs of 10. Given the fact 

that we will need several, it seemed wise to take advantage of the offer. 

Hearing aids and telecoils were not included in the general budget as they must be bought on order. The 

$1,000 apiece price may seem low, but we are expecting a wholesale deal and business partnership with a 

local vendor to help drop costs. 

Signs are custom designed through an online site and discounts are provided for large numbers. We 

intend to include signs at building entrances and at other key points, hence why we are seeking 10. 

 
Table 3: Elaborated Budget 

Item Cost  Quantity  Labor Total 

Videophone Entry System $2,500  2 $1,000  $6,000  

Flashing Doorbell/Amplified 

Phone Combo $119  10 $0  $1,190  

Caption Phones $99 5 $0 $495*** 

Portable Infoloop System $295  15 $0  $4425  

Fixed Infoloop System $3,300  3 $1,200  $4,500  

Model Apartment Modification $1,500 2 $0  $3,000*  

Training Video Production $1,300  1 $0  $1,300  

Staff In-service $11 p/p 125 $1,375 $1,375 

 Hearing Aids and telecoils 

(Resident Expense) $1,000 and up TBD $0 TBD** 

Universal Signage $20 10 $0 $190± 
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Vibrating Smoke Alarms (10 

pack) $2,164.36 2 $0 $4,328.72±± 

TV Listening System $119.88 10 $0 $1,198.80 

FM Listening System $935 1 $0 $935 

    

$28,937.52  

 

*Model Apartments will be apartments that showcase the full variety of available hard of hearing 

equipment available. As there is a possibility that residents will request the fully modified apartment 

displayed, we would like to have a second one available for exhibition purposes. 

** Acquiring hearing aids will be left to the cost and discretion of residents. 

***Sales price for the CapTel 840i model currently available on weitbrecht.com. Normal price is $595 

apiece. Suggested model features auto-caption technology thus eliminating service price. 

±Prices obtained from ComplianceSigns.com for 14 by 7 inch custom aluminum signs. There is a 5% 

price discount for purchasing at least 10 prints. 

±± Quantity may increase depending on demand. Buying in bulk through medpageusa.com saves 

$196.88. 

 

I included those tags because they helped give elaboration that I couldn’t quite fit into the prose. 
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Appendix C: Source and Pricing Bibliography 
Terry, I wasn’t sure how to go about including this. I figured I would break it up into information sections 

and special offer sections. I also wasn’t sure how to cite sales pages (it isn’t covered in any book I’ve 

seen, or even Purdue OWL). This was a shot in the dark, but you wanted some citations, so I included 

some. There isn’t any introductory prose for this one as I thought it was self-explanatory. 

 
Source for symptoms of denial of hearing loss: 

Maddock, Mary. The Emotions of Experiencing Hearing Loss: mywilmingtonhearing.com. n.d. 

Online. 11 May 2013. 

Sources for Special Offer Prices tagged in Elaborated Budget Section 

ComplianceSigns Inc. Custom Sign Generator. n.d. Online. 13 May 2013. 

Medpage USA. Fire Centurion Smoke Alarm System for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired. n.d. 

Online. 13 May 2013. 

Weitbrecht Communications. Captel 840i Captioned Telephone, Special Offer. n.d. Online. 13 

May 2013. 

Romain the Pigeon is based on an image courtesy of Yahoo images. 

 

Cover image courtesy of Google images 

 

Staff photos courtesy of GWBoulder.org 
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Appendix D: Project Schedule 

July 1st and 2nd weeks 

1. Locate training video firm 

2. Commission video production 

3. Seek audiologist to perform 

hearing tests to assess number of 

hard of hearing residents 

4. Locate best business partners 

 

3rd and 4th weeks 

1. Staff In-service for video training 

2. Staff and resident practice 

etiquette 

3. Negotiate for business deal with 

audiologist/hearing aid vendor 

4. Order infoloops and special 

phones 

August 1st and 2nd weeks 

1. Order videophones 

2. Design and order signage 

3. Order bed-vibrating smoke alarms 

4. Seek counseling for hard of 

hearing residents who are 

struggling to accept hearing loss 

5. Install infoloops 

 

3rd and 4th weeks 

1. Install bed-vibrating smoke 

alarms 

2. Install signage 

3. Order FM and TV listening 

systems 

September 1st and 2nd 

weeks 

1. Install videophones 

2. Staff etiquette progress and 

quality check 

3. Identify residents who play TVs 

too loudly 

4. Install FM listening system 

 

3rd and 4th weeks 

1. Install TV listening systems 

2. Invite CCDHH to audit facilities 

and determine success 

The task of updating Golden West facilities may involve several components, but we have determined that they can all 

be performed quickly and effectively. By doing several tasks at once, we believe that we accomplish the our project 

within three months of receiving funding. To give guidance to the process, we have broken the process up into six 

milestones (two per month), with training and hearing aids being the first goal. 

From there, we will begin acquiring technology, such as infoloops and telephones, which will be installed shortly after 

they arrive. The table below is not definite; depending on how quickly we progress, milestones could be completed 

ahead of schedule. 

Our final step in the process will be another audit similar to the one Mr. Namati Katungu first provided to determine our 

level of success. 

I have no idea what I’m talking about here. I made this all up, I’m not sure how realistic it is. I included it in the 

Appendix because I couldn’t find anywhere for it in the proposal. It wouldn’t fit the format. 

Table 4: Project Schedule 
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